Visual discrimination impairments after lesions in zona incerta or lateral terminal nucleus of accessory optic tract.
Possible visual functions of zona incerta (ZI) and lateral terminal nucleus of the accessory optic tract (LTN) in rats were investigated by comparing the effects of localized lesions on a series of discrimination learning tasks. In Experiment 1 animals with ZI lesions were impaired on a simultaneous black versus white (BW) discrimination but not on a simultaneous horizontal versus vertical (HV) task. Animals with LTN lesions were impaired on HV but not on BW. Rats with ZI lesions were impaired on a successive bright versus dim but not a successive HV discrimination when subsequently tested in Experiment 2. Animals with LTN lesions were impaired on both tasks. The results are related to the possibility that visual intensity information gains access to the motor system through a pathway running from the ventral lateral geniculate nucleus to the basal ganglia via ZI. Since LTN lesions impaired acquisition of a HV discrimination, a task highly susceptible to the effects of geniculostriate ablation, it is suggested that such lesions impair the use of visual information without distroying the sensory channels mediating the discrimination.